System-level fault diagnosis deals with the problem of identifying faulty nodes (processors) in a multiprocessor system. Each node is faulty or fault-free, and it can test other nodes in the system, and outputs the test results. The test result from a node is reliable if the node is fault-free, but the result is unreliable if it is faulty. In this paper, we prove that four variants of the hypercube: the crossed cube, the twisted cube, the Möbius cube, and the enhanced cube, are adaptively diagnosed using at most 4 parallel testing rounds, with at most n faulty nodes (for the enhanced cube, with at most n + 1 faulty nodes), where each processor participates in at most one test in each round. Furthermore, we propose another diagnosis algorithm for the n-dimensional enhanced cube with at most n + 1 faulty nodes, and show that it is adaptively diagnosed with at most 5 rounds in the worst case, but with at most 3 rounds if the number of existing faulty nodes is at most n − log(n + 1) . key words: system-level diagnosis, adaptive diagnosis, hypercube, variants of hypercube, parallel testing rounds
Introduction
A graph-theoretic model of system-level fault diagnosis, first proposed by Preparata, Metze, and Chien [16] , has been extensively studied by many researchers. In this model, each node (processor) is capable of testing faulty/fault-free status of the other nodes. A test of u to another node v, denoted by (u, v) , is possible if these two nodes are joined in the system. The test result r(u, v) of a test (u, v) is 0 (resp. 1) if u evaluates v as fault-free (resp. faulty). The test result r(u, v) is reliable if u is fault-free, but if u is faulty, the result is unreliable. The problem of fault diagnosis is to identify the status of all nodes in the system by analyzing the test results. A system is one-step t-diagnosable if all faulty nodes can be identified provided that the number of faulty nodes does not exceed t. A characterization of one-step t-diagnosable system was given by Hakimi and Amin [10] .
The early researches in this area have mainly focused on one-step diagnosis or non-adaptive diagnosis. In this approach, it is assumed that all test assignments are determined in advance. Nakajima [14] has first proposed an adaptive diagnosis in which test assignments are dynamically scheduled depending on the results of previous tests. This method increases the efficiency of diagnosis. For complete connec- † † The author is with Dept. of Computer and Information Sci., Iwate University, Morioka-shi, 020-8551 Japan.
a) E-mail: aya@msc.cs.gunma-u.ac.jp DOI: 10.1093/ietfec/e88-a. 3.728 tion systems (i.e., all pairs of nodes are joined) with N nodes and at most t faulty nodes, the non-adaptive approach needs at least Nt tests. On the other hand, Blecher [3] proved that N + t − 1 tests are necessary and sufficient for the adaptive diagnosis of the same system. Another measure of efficiency of adaptive diagnosis is the number of parallel testing rounds (or rounds) of tests. In each round, it is assumed that every node allowed to participate in at most one test, that is, two tests (u, v) and (w, z) can perform in parallel if and only if the four nodes u, v, w and z are distinct. Beigel et al. [1] proved that the complete graph with a majority of fault-free nodes can be diagnosed in 10 rounds. Recently, some researches for networks with restricted connection are executed. Kranakis, Pelc, and Spatharis [13] showed adaptive diagnosis algorithms using minimum number of tests for systems modeled by trees, cycles, and tori. We showed adaptive diagnosis algorithms using optimal number of tests and constant testing rounds for wrapped butterfly networks [15] . For n-dimensional hypercube systems with N = 2 n nodes and at most t = n faults, Feng et al. [9] presented an algorithm using at most N( log t + 2) tests in at most t + 4 rounds. Kranakis and Pelc [12] improved their work and showed that N + 3t/2 tests are sufficient, and the adaptive diagnosis can be performed in at most 11 rounds. Björklund [2] proved that the optimal number N + t − 1 of tests is sufficient, and that diagnosis can be performed in 4 rounds. This paper deals with four variants of the hypercube: the enhanced cubes [17] , the twisted cubes [11] , the crossed cubes [6] , and the Möbius cubes [5] . These cubes have several better properties than the hypercube, for example, smaller diameter, and embedability of cycles of arbitrary length [4] , [5] , [7] , [8] . We prove that these graphs are adaptively diagnosed using at most 4 rounds with at most n faulty nodes (for the enhanced cube, with at most n + 1 faulty nodes). These algorithms use the recursively Hamiltonian property defined by Björklund [2] . Moreover, we propose another diagnosis algorithm for the n-dimensional enhanced cube with at most n + 1 faulty nodes. This algorithm needs 5 rounds in the worst case. However, it is proved that it is adaptively diagnosed with at most 3 rounds if the number of existing faulty nodes is at most n − log(n + 1) .
Definitions and Preliminaries
In this paper, an interconnection network is modeled by undirected graph in which a node represents a processor and an edge represents a connection between a pair of procesCopyright c 2005 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers sors. If two nodes x and y are adjacent, then x can test y, and vice versa. For any graph (or digraph) G, the set of all vertices of G is denoted by V(G). The set of all edges (resp. arcs) of G is denoted by E(G) (resp. A(G)).
The n-dimensional hypercube Q n has 2 n nodes labeled by binary strings of length n, written as x = x n x n−1 . . . x 1 , x i ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and two nodes are adjacent if and only if these nodes differ at exactly one bit. It is known that Q n can be divided into two identical hypercubes Q Lemma 2.1: For any node set U of Q n with |U| ≤ n, each node in U has a distinct adjacent node which does not belong to U.
Proof. Induction on n. For n = 2, induction basis clearly holds. Assume that the proposition holds for n = k − 1. Q k can be divided into two hypercube Q 
Lemma 2.2:
Let U with |U| ≤ 2n − 1 be a set of nodes of Q n for n ≥ 4. Then every node of U except for at most one node has distinct adjacent node which does not belong to U.
Proof. Induction on n.
A case-by-case analysis (which is omitted) shows that the induction basis holds for n = 4. For n ≥ 5, let V i = {ix n−1 . . . x 1 | x j = 0 or 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1}, i = 0 or 1, and U i = U ∩ V i . Note that U 0 and U 1 are partition of U. Without loss of generality, we may assume that |U 0 | ≥ |U 1 |. Then, we have |U 1 | ≤ n − 1. If |U 1 | = 0, then every node of U clearly has a distinct neighbor.
Suppose that |U 0 | ≤ 2n − 3. By induction hypothesis, every node of U 0 , except for at most one node v 0 , has a distinct neighbor in
by Lemma 2.1. Hence, the claim holds in this case.
We assume that |U 0 | = 2n − 2 and |U 1 | = 1. Let U 1 = {v}. For a node w ∈ U 0 , the neighbor of w in U 1 is denoted by w 1 throughout the proof of this lemma. If v is not adjacent to any node of U 0 , then every node of U has a distinct neighbor. So we assume that u ∈ U 0 is adjacent to v, that is, u 1 = v. This paper deals with four variants of the hypercube: the crossed cube, the twisted cube, the Möbius cube, and the enhanced cube. Each of these graphs also has N = 2 n nodes labeled by the binary strings of length n.
The crossed cube is first introduced by Efe [6] . Two binary string x = x 2 x 1 and y = y 2 y 1 are pair-related, denoted by x ∼ y, if (x, y) ∈ {(00, 00), (10, 10) , (01, 11), (11, 01)}. In the n-dimensional crossed cube CQ n , two nodes x = x n x n−1 . . . x 1 and y = y n y n−1 . . . y 1 are adjacent if and only if there exists an integer j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, such that (1) x n . . . x j+1 = y n . . . y j+1 , (2) x j y j , (3) x j−1 = y j−1 if j is even, and (4) x 2i x 2i−1 ∼ y 2i y 2i−1 for each i = 1, 2, . . . , j/2 − 1. Similarly to hypercubes, crossed cubes have a simple recursive structure. Let [11] , also has the same vertex set as the hypercube. For a node x = x n x n−1 . . . x 1 , we define a parity function p i (x) = x i ⊕ x i−1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ x 1 where ⊕ is the exclusive-or operation. We define the n-dimensional twisted cube T Q n recursively as follows: T Q 1 is a complete graph with two nodes 0 and 1. Let n ≥ 3 be an odd integer. We decompose the node set of T Q n into four sets V 00 , V 01 , V 10 and V 11 where
which is called subcube of T Q n , induced by V i j is isomorphic to T Q n−2 . Edges between distinct subcubes are defined as follows. Each node x n x n−1 . . . x 1 is adjacent to (1) (2) x n x n−1 . . . x 1 and x nxn−1 x n−2 . . . x 1 if p n−2 (x) = 1. We can see obviously from the definition that the twisted cubes also have recursive structure. There exists a perfect matching between V 00 (resp. V 01 ) and V 10 (resp. V 11 ), and between V 00 ∪ V 10 and V 01 ∪ V 11 . The n-dimensional Möbius cube, due to Cull [5] , is denoted by MQ n . A node x = x n x n−1 . . . x 1 of MQ n is adjacent to n nodes such that (1) 
There are two types of the Möbius cubes. One is 0-type n-dimensional Möbius cube 0-MQ n in which x n+1 = 0, and another is 1-type ndimensional Möbius cube 1-MQ n in which
n−1 is isomorphic to i-MQ n−1 and there is a perfect matching between V 0 and V 1 . The n-dimensional enhanced cube EQ n,m (or simply EQ n ), 2 ≤ m ≤ n, is constructed by adding extra edges, called skips, to the n-dimensional hypercube Q n . Each node is incident to exactly one skip edge, i.e., a node x n x n−1 . . . x 1 is connected to x n x n−1 . . . x m+1 x m . . . x 1 by a skip edge. Hence, every node in EQ n,m has n + 1 neighbors.
and y are joined in G }.
Adaptive Fault Diagnosis
Björklund has first proved that the n-dimensional hypercube Q n is adaptively diagnosed with at most 4 rounds for n ≥ 3 [2] . The main strategy is constructing a directed subgraph of Q n and assign colors to the arcs such that any two arcs with the same color does not have common end nodes. A 3-round testing scheme of a graph G is a tuple ( G, R) where G is a directed subgraph of G, and R : A( G) → {1, 2, 3} is an arc coloring function such that R(e) R(e ) for all pairs of adjacent arcs e and e . For a directed subgraph Q n of Q n , a 3-round testing scheme ( Q n , R) is recursively Hamiltonian if
(1) Q n is a cycle of length 4 if n = 2, (2) Q n has a Hamiltonian cycle C,
n−1 is isomorphic to Q n−1 , and (4) there are at least two distinct arcs e, e on C such that R(e) = R(e ) = 2 and no arc colored 3 is adjacent to e or e .
Lemma 3.1 ([2]):
The n-dimensional hypercube Q n , n ≥ 2, has a recursively Hamiltonian 3-round testing scheme.
At first, we perform the tests corresponding to arcs of Q n with 3 rounds. This is done by carrying out the tests corresponding to the arcs colored i in round i. By the definition of recursively Hamiltonian 3-round testing scheme,
. If all tests along C 0 (resp. C 1 ) resulted in 0, we know that all nodes in Q 0 n−1 (resp. Q n−1 in order to find which tests are performed in the fourth round. In the bottom of the recursion, we have to treat the case for Q 3 with at most 3 faulty nodes. In the above algorithm, tests along two cycles of length 4 in Q 3 are already performed. By case by case analysis, we can determine tests performed in the fourth round by seeing the test results appeared in the two cycles [2] .
4 Round Testing
This section shows that the variants of the hypercube are also diagnosed with at most 4 testing rounds. To prove them, we first construct recursively Hamiltonian 3-round testing schemes.
Construction of Recursively Hamiltonian 3-Round
Testing Schemes
Crossed cubes
The n-dimensional crossed cube CQ n is constructed from two (n − 1)-dimensional ones. In order to construct a recursively Hamiltonian 3-round testing scheme for crossed cubes, we need some definitions. In a directed subgraph CQ n of CQ n , an arc (x, y) is fine if x = x n x n−1 . . . x 1 and y = y n y n−1 . . . y 1 satisfy x 2k x 2k−1 , y 2k y 2k−1 ∈ {00, 10} for all k = 1, 2, . . . , n/2 . Furthermore, we modify the property (4) of the definition of the recursive Hamiltonian property as follows: Property (4 ) there are at least two distinct fine arcs e = (x, y) and e = (z, w) on C such that (i) R(e) = R(e ) = 2, (ii) no arc colored 3 is adjacent to e or e , (iii) x n = y n = 0 and z n = w n = 1.
Lemma 4.1:
The n-dimensional crossed cube CQ n has a recursively Hamiltonian 3-round testing scheme for n ≥ 2.
Proof. We inductively construct a recursively Hamiltonian 3-round testing scheme for crossed cubes. For n = 2, 3, recursively Hamiltonian 3-round testing schemes for CQ n appear in Fig. 1 in which numbers beside arcs stand for colors assigned to them. We can find from Fig. 1 that there are two arcs e = (000, 010) and e = (100, 110) satisfying the property (4 ) .
Assume that the proposition holds for n = k. Let CQ i k , i = 0, 1, be a subcube of CQ k+1 . By induction hypothesis, we can construct recursively Hamiltonian 3-round testing scheme ( CQ Then, z k+1 = w k+1 = i by the definition of subcube and z k = w k = 1 by the property (4 ). In this case, an arc e ī = (w , z ),
belongs to
CQ¯i k . Hence, z =ī1z k−1 . . . z 1 and w =ī1w k−1 . . . w 1 . Since (z, w) is a fine arc in CQ k , it is easy to see that z is adjacent to z , and w is adjacent to w . Hence, we can add arcs (z, z ) and (w , w) to A( CQ k+1 ), and assign colors R((z, z )) = R((w , w)) = 3.
Since the set of arcs (
Möbius cubes
The n-dimensional Möbius cube i-MQ n , i = 0, 1, is constructed by 0-MQ n−1 and 1-MQ n−1 .
Two Let e = (x, y) be any arc of a directed subgraph MQ n of MQ n , n ≥ 3, such that x y. We modify the property (4) of the definition of the recursively Hamiltonian property as follows: Property (4 ) there exist two distinct arcs e and e = (z, w) on C such that (i) R(e) = R(e ) = 2, (ii) no arc colored 3 is adjacent to e and e , (iii) z w. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2:
The n-dimensional Möbius cube i-MQ n , i = 0, 1, has a recursively Hamiltonian 3-round testing scheme for n ≥ 3.
Proof. Induction on n. In the case of n = 3, for each arc e = (000, 001), (010, 011), (110, 111), (100, 101), there exist recursively Hamiltonian 3-round testing schemes (0-MQ n , R) and (1-MQ n , R), which are represented in Fig. 2 . For each arc e = (001, 000), (011, 010), (111, 110), (101, 100), (0-MQ n , R) and (1-MQ n , R) are those of Fig. 2 in the opposite direction.
Assume that the proposition holds for n = k. In i-MQ k+1 , i = 0, 1, let e = (x, y), x = x k+1 x k . . .
k , R 1 ) for e 1 = (w , z ) and the corresponding arc e 1 = (u, v) such that u v which satisfies the property (4 ). we can make a recursively Hamiltonian 3-round testing scheme (0-MQ k+1 , R) such that 0-
. Similarly, we can construct a recursively Hamiltonian 3-round testing scheme (1-
Hence, i-MQ k+1 , i = 0, 1, is clearly Hamiltonian and the arc e 1 satisfies the property (4 ), the proposition holds.
Twisted cubes
The twisted cube T Q n is constructed from four T Q n−2 's. So we need to modify the condition (1), (3) and (4) of the definition of recursively Hamiltonian property for the hypercube as follows: Property (1 ) for n = 3, the subgraph induced by V 00 ∪ V 10 (resp. V 01 ∪ V 11 ) is a cycle of length 4. (3 ) for n ≥ 5, the subgraph induced by V i j of T n has a Hamiltonian cycle C i j , and (4 ) there exist arcs e and e on C such that R(e) = R(e ) = 2 and no arc colored 3 is adjacent to e or e , and p n (y) = 0 where e = (x, y).
Lemma 4.3:
The n-dimensional twisted cube T Q n has a recursively Hamiltonian 3-round testing scheme for odd n ≥ 3.
Proof. This proof is done by induction on n. For n = 3, a recursively Hamiltonian 3-round testing scheme ( T Q 3 , R) is represented in Fig. 3 . Arcs e = (001, 101) and e = (011, 111) are ones of the property (4 ).
For odd n ≥ 5, let T Q i j n−2 be a subgraph of T Q n induced by 2 n−2 nodes {i jx n−2 . . . More precisely, an arc (x, y) is in T Q n−2 if and only if an arc (i jx, i jy) is in T Q i j n−2 for i j ∈ {00, 01}, and an arc (i jy, i jx) is in T Q i j n−2 for i j ∈ {10, 11}. By the property (4 ), there are two arcs e = (z, w) and e in T n−2 such that R(e) = R(e ) = 2 and no arc colored 3 is adjacent to e and e , and p n−2 (w) = 0. Then we can add four arcs (00z, 10z), (10w, 01w), (01z, 11z) and (11w, 00w), and assign color 3 to these arcs. The resulting graph is T Q n .
Clearly, T Q n is Hamiltonian. Consider two arcs (00u, 00v) and (01u, 01v) of T n corresponding to the arc e = (u, v) of T Q n−2 . These two arcs are not adjacent to arcs colored 3, and either p n (00v) or p n (01v) is 0. Hence, the existence of arcs with the property (4 ) is guaranteed.
Diagnosis Algorithms

Crossed cubes and Möbius cubes
Diagnosis algorithms for the crossed cube and the Möbius cube are very similar to the algorithm for hypercube. The n-dimensional crossed cube CQ n contains disjoint two subcubes and these two subcubes are connected by a perfect matching. Hence, we perform the tests corresponding to the arcs of CQ n for recursively Hamiltonian 3-round testing scheme ( CQ n , R) obtained in Section 4.1 using 3 rounds. Then, we can schedule tests to be performed in the fourth round by recursive analysis of the test results. In the bottom of the recursion, we have to show that there is a test assignment to be performed in the fourth round. This is done by very similar argument to the one of hypercube, which is omitted.
An algorithm for the Möbius cube can be made by the similar argument. Hence, we obtain the following results.
Theorem 4.4:
1. The n-dimensional crossed cube CQ n with at most n faulty nodes is adaptively diagnosed with at most 4 testing rounds for n ≥ 3. 2. The n-dimensional Möbius cube MQ n with at most n faulty nodes is adaptively diagnosed with at most 4 testing rounds for n ≥ 3.
Twisted cubes
The 3-dimensional twisted cube can be diagnosed in the same way of CQ 3 since T Q 3 is isomorphic to CQ 3 , For n ≥ 5, perform tests corresponding to a recursively Hamiltonian 3-round testing scheme with 3 rounds in T Q n . Let T Q We know that all nodes in a good subcube are faultfree since 2 n−2 > n for n ≥ 5. Let k be the number of bad subcubes.
If k = 0, then all nodes are fault-free. If k = 1 or k = 2, then we can assign all nodes in bad subcubes to nodes in good subcubes in one-to-one manner. Hence, all nodes in bad subcubes can be tested from fault-free nodes in the fourth round. If k = 3 or k = 4, then each subcube contains at most n − 2 faulty nodes. Hence, we can decide recursively a test assignment to be carried out in the fourth round.
Theorem 4.5:
The n-dimensional twisted cube T Q n with at most n faulty nodes is adaptively diagnosed with at most 4 testing rounds for odd n ≥ 3.
Enhanced cubes
The n-dimensional enhanced cube EQ n,m (or simply EQ n ) is (n + 1)-diagnosable [18] for n ≥ 4. Then, we suppose that the number of faulty nodes is at most n + 1 for n ≥ 4. We separately investigate the two cases (i) 2 n−2 ≤ n + 1 and (ii) 2 n−2 > n + 1. In the case of (i), that is n = 4, let
is a partition of the node set of EQ 4,m . Clearly, the subgraph C i j induced by V(H i j ) is isomorphic to the cycle of length 4 (we call C i j a subcycle), and there exists a perfect matching between any pair of the subcycles. At first, for all i, j ∈ {0, 1}, perform the tests (00i j,01i j),(11i j,10i j) in the first round and (01i j,11i j),(10i j,00i j) in the second round. Then, there are three patterns of the results of tests in a subcycle which are illustrated in Fig. 4 , where x is 0 or 1. The test pattern 1 occurs if and only if all nodes are fault-free or all nodes are faulty in the subcycle. The appearance of test pattern 2 obviously implies that there are at most 2 faulty nodes in the subcycle. Let k be the number of subcycles such that the outcomes of all tests in them are 0.
Case 1: k = 0. If there is a subcycle with test pattern 2 then we can find that it has exactly 2 faulty nodes and other subcycles have exactly one faulty node. Now, we can identify the status of all nodes in the subcycles with exactly one faulty node precisely by [13] . Since at least 3 nodes in the subcycle with two faulty nodes can be tested by the disjoint nodes which are identified as fault-free, we can locate all nodes in EQ 4 using 3 rounds.
If all subcycles have test pattern 3, since there are at most 2 faulty nodes in each subcycle, the node denoted by black point in Fig. 4 is faulty. If this node is fault-free then other nodes in the subcycle are faulty which contradicts to the number of faulty nodes. Therefore, by the same reason, there exists at most 1 faulty node in other three nodes and two nodes denoted by white point in Fig. 4 are fault-free. In the third round, testing gray node using adjacent fault-free node, the status of all nodes can be identified.
Case 2: k = 1. In this case, all nodes in the subcycle (say C i j ) with test pattern 1 are fault-free. If there are subcycles with test pattern 2, let C i j be one of them. At first, test and identify all nodes in C i j in the third round. If three faulty nodes are located in C i j , then other two subcycles need to have exactly one faulty node and with test pattern 3. Then the node denoted by the black point in Fig. 4 is faulty in subcycles left. If two faulty nodes are located in C i j , there is at least one subcycle with test pattern 3 (say C i j ). Testing two nodes in C i j by using the fault-free nodes in C i j and all nodes in other subcycles by using the nodes in C i j in the fourth round, we can decide uniquely the status of two nodes left.
If all subcycles have test pattern 3 except for C i j , then let xyī j and x y ī j be the nodes corresponding to gray and black points of pattern 3 in Fig. 4 , respectively. In the third round, perform the tests (xyi j, xyī j) and (x ȳ i j, x y īj ). If the node xyī j is fault-free, the node x y ī j is faulty and the status of other nodes is fault-free in C¯i j . In the fourth round, testing all nodes in C ij by using the nodes in C i j and all nodes except forx ȳ īj by using the fault-free nodes in C¯i j . Since the status of the nodex ȳ īj has been identified in the third round, we identify the status of all nodes.
If the node xyī j is faulty, we find that there are at least two faulty nodes in C¯i j and therefore there are at most two faulty nodes in C ij and C¯i¯j. Hence, in C ij and C¯i¯j, the node corresponding to black point in Fig. 4 is faulty and two nodes which are corresponding to white points are faultfree. In the fourth round, perform the tests (xyi j, xyī j), (xȳi j,xȳī j) and (x ȳ i j,x ȳ ī j). Moreover, test the node which is corresponding to gray point by the fault-free node of the same subcycle in C ij and C¯i¯j in the same round. Then we identify the status of all nodes.
Case 3: k = 2. In this case, all nodes in subcycles with test pattern 1 are fault-free. Testing all nodes in two subcycles left using these fault-free nodes, the status of all nodes can be identified using one more round.
Case 4: k = 3. In this case, there may exist at most 1 subcycle in which the status of all nodes is faulty. Let C i j be the subcycle without test pattern 1. Perform the tests (01ī j,10ij),(11ij,11īj) , (00īj,00ī j), (10ī j,10i j),(11ī j,11i j),(00ij,00i j) and (01ij,01i j) in the third round. Note that the test (01ī j,10ij) is on skip edge for 2 ≤ m ≤ 4. If r(01ī j,10ij) = r(11ij,11īj) = r(00īj,00ī j) = 0 then the status of all nodes is faultfree in C¯i j , C ij and C¯i¯j. Hence, the test outcomes r (10ī j,10i j),r(11ī j,11i j),r(00ij,00i j) and r(01ij,01i j) are available. Otherwise, there is exactly one subcycle in which all nodes are faulty. Since there are 2 subcycles in which all nodes are fault-free, all nodes are fault-free in each subcycle with the node which is tested as 0 by a node in other subcycle. Then, we can identify the status of all nodes in C¯i j , C ij and C¯i¯j. Moreover, we can find that there exists exactly one faulty node in C i j and the status of all nodes in C i j can be located by [13] . Then, in this case, the diagnostic process is completed using 3 rounds.
Case 5: k = 4. In this case, there may exist at most one subcycle whose all nodes are faulty. Perform the tests (0000,0010),(0101,0111),(0011,0010),(0110,0100) in the third round. If r(00i j,00i j ) = 1 then all nodes in subcycle C i j are faulty and the other nodes are fault-free. If all test results are 0 then all nodes are fault-free.
We consider the case (ii) 2
is a partition of the node set of EQ n,m . Clearly, the subgraph EQ If k = 0, all nodes are fault-free. If k = 1 or k = 2, then we can make a correspondence between all nodes in bad subcubes and nodes in good subcubes in one-to-one manner. Hence, all nodes in bad subcubes are tested from fault-free nodes in the fourth round.
We consider the case of k = 3. Let EQ 0 be the unique good subcube. If two or more subcubes have at least two disjoint tests whose results are 1, then each of them contains at least two faulty nodes. In this case, since the number of faulty nodes is at most n+1, we know that each bad subcube contains at most n − 2 faulty nodes. Hence, we can schedule the tests to be performed in the third and fourth rounds using the algorithm for the hypercube for each bad cube. Next, we suppose that there are two bad subcubes, EQ 1 and EQ 2 , that do not have two or more disjoint tests whose results are 1. That is, EQ 1 has only one test r(u, u 0 ) = 1 or only one pair of consecutive tests r(u, u 0 ) = 1 and r(u 0 , u 1 ) = 0 or 1, and further, we have r(x, y) = 0 for all tests (x, y) along the Hamiltonian cycle of EQ 1 . Let u, u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u n−2 be a set of consecutive n nodes along the Hamiltonian cycle of Q 1 such that r(u, u 0 ) = 1, r(u 0 , u 1 ) = 0 or 1, and r(u i , u i+1 ) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n − 3. Let W = V(EQ 1 ) \ {u, u 0 , . . . , u n−2 }. In this case, u is faulty. Indeed, if u is fault-free, then all nodes in W must be faulty. Since |W| ≥ n + 1, this is a contradiction. Since EQ 1 has at most n − 1 faulty nodes, all nodes in {u} ∪ W are fault-free. Let U 1 = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n−2 }. Since EQ 1 is isomorphic to EQ n−2 and If k = 4, then each subcube has at most n − 2 faulty nodes. Since each subcube is isomorphic to Q n−2 and n ≥ 3, we can decide test assignments performed in the round 3 and 4 by utilizing the algorithm for the hypercube.
Theorem 4.6:
The n-dimensional enhanced cube EQ n,m with at most n + 1 faulty nodes is adaptively diagnosed with at most 4 testing rounds for n ≥ 4 and n ≥ m ≥ 2.
Another Algorithm for Enhanced Cubes
In this section, we show another adaptive diagnosis algorithm for enhanced cubes. This algorithm identifies the status of all nodes with at most 5 rounds. However, if the number of faulty nodes is at most n − log(n + 1) , then all faulty nodes are identified with at most 3 rounds.
Our algorithm is based on the algorithm given in [12] . We assume that there exist at most n + 1 faulty nodes in ndimensional enhanced cube EQ n,m for n ≥ 8 and n ≥ m ≥ 2. Let r = log(n + 1) + 1 and k = n − r.
For an r-bit binary string
k and the subgraph induced by V v is isomorphic to the k-dimensional hypercube Q k . We denote this subcube by Q(v) and let C(v) be a Hamiltonian cycle in Q(v). Let 1 (resp. 0)-string be the maximal consecutive arcs on C(v) whose test results are 1 (resp. 0). For an -length 1(or 0)-string (u 0 , u 1 )(u 1 , u 2 ) · · · (u −1 , u ), we call the node u 0 as bottom. Two subcubes Q(u) and Q(v) are adjacent if a node x ∈ Q(u) is adjacent to some node y ∈ Q(v). By the definition of enhanced cubes, if Q(u) and Q(v) are adjacent then every node of Q(u) is adjacent to a node of Q(v) in one-to-one manner.
In the first step, we construct 2 r subcubes in EQ n,m , and we conduct all tests in C(v) for every r-bit binary string v. We can carry out these tests with 2 rounds. We call a subcube good if all the test results are 0, and bad otherwise. Since 2 k > n + 1, all nodes in a good subcube are fault-free. Every bad subcube contains at least one faulty node. Hence, there are at most n + 1 bad subcubes.
If there are n or more bad subcubes, then each subcube has at most two faulty nodes. Due to the work by [13] , at most two faulty nodes in given cycle are identified by adding at most one test. Hence, all faulty nodes are identified with at most 3 rounds in this case.
Suppose that there are exactly n−1 bad subcubes. Each subcube has at most 3 faulty nodes. In each subcube, the node tested by a node u is denoted by u + . If each bad subcube has just one 1-string, then the node u tested by the bottom node in each 1-string is faulty. Moreover, all nodes except for u + and (u + ) + are identified as fault-free in each bad subcube. By Lemma 2.1 and r ≥ 4, u + and (u + ) + have distinct adjacent identified fault-free node in the bad subcube to which they belong. If there exists a bad subcube with two 1-strings, then let u and v be the two bottoms of 1- Since an exceptional node w has r, r ≥ 4, neighbors in its bad subcube, w has at least one identified fault-free node. If there exists a bad subcube with three 1-strings, then there are n + 1 1-strings. For the bottom node u of any 1-string, u + is faulty. Hence, all faulty nodes are identified with at most 4 rounds in this case.
Next, we assume that there are at most n − 2 bad subcubes. In the second step, nodes in the bad subcubes are tested from good subcubes. By Lemma 2.2 and 2k−1 ≥ n−2 for n ≥ 8, we can assign a good subcube to every bad subcube except for one subcube in one-to-one manner. These subcubes can test the bad subcubes simultaneously with 1 round. If there is an exceptional bad subcube that is not tested in the second step, we need to test it in the third step. This can be done with at most 2 rounds. Clearly, if the number of bad subcubes is at most k, then the third step is not executed at all.
The above discussion is summarized as follows.
Theorem 5.1:
For n ≥ 8 and n ≥ m ≥ 2, the n-dimensional enhanced cube EQ n,m with at most n+1 faulty nodes is adaptively diagnosed with at most 5 rounds. Furthermore, if the number of existing faulty nodes is at most n − log(n + 1) , then it is diagnosed with at most 3 rounds.
Conclusion
In this paper, we showed adaptive diagnosis algorithms using 4 testing rounds for n-dimensional cube variants: the crossed cube, the Möbius cube, the twisted cube with at most n faulty nodes, and the enhanced cube with at most n + 1 faulty nodes. Moreover, we showed another adaptive diagnosis algorithm for n-dimensional enhanced cube with at most n + 1 faulty nodes. It diagnoses the enhanced cube using 5 rounds. However, if the number of existing faulty nodes is at most n − log(n + 1) , then it can diagnose the enhanced cube using 3 testing rounds.
